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grade, and I’ve only grown out my natural color three times in all those years. I’ve done everything from blue to silver, pink to black; there is no

color that hasn’t been on my head. With that comes staining, and a lot of it. I’m a major do-it-yourself type person, and so coloring my hair has

always been a messy one-man operation.

The unfortunate side effect to this type of lifestyle is needing to dye my hair without gloves or a cape on. I need to be able to feel the saturation

in the back of my head to be sure I didn’t miss spots, and I need to be able to twist, turn, and reach around, so wearing a cape is not an option. As

a result, my shoulders, neck, and hands (up until recently) have always been severely stained with dye. I most often dye my hair shades of red,

and red is the most pigmented and dif�cult color to get out of stained skin. This problem though, is now only a memory.

Hand Kind SCRUB is an industrial strength hand cleaner that smells like delicious oranges and scrubs like sandy soap. A single pump from the

large bottle scrubs off even the darkest red stains from hair dye, and can even get most of the color out of my nails as well. The scrub is made

with walnut shells that exfoliates the skin, but not too hard, leaving my hands neck and shoulders stain free.

I can’t stress hard enough how amazing this hand scrub is. It’s called a hand scrub, but I use it for my neck and shoulders too for the stains. It’s

also great for exfoliating feet. If you are a hair colorist, stylist, cosmetology student or teacher, or just a DIY-minded hair dye addict like myself

then you have got to try this stuff. It will change how you see coloring hair from a messy chore to a quick and seamless process.

Hand Kind SCRUB is the best way to remove tough stains from skin, proven through not only my story, but through testimonials from other

customers as well. Follow us on Instagram (http://www.instagram.com/dermarescue) and you’ll see me posting before and after pictures with

the many colors I continue to dye my hair. Gone are the days where I leave the bathroom with hands that look bruised from a blue base color or

like murder weapons from reds. This stuff rocks.
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What is The Best Way To Remove Hair Dye Stains from Skin?
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You can buy Hand Kind SCRUB (https://kinderma.com/hand-kind-scrub/) here on

our website.

https://kinderma.com/hand-kind-scrub/

